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Abstract – Every grocery store has data about bills, bought 

items, etc., usually stored in a database (DB). There is often a 

need to analyze this data. This is not suitable to do on an 

operational DB, especially when data from two or more 

stores must be analyzed. Therefore, data from the opera-

tional DB is extracted, transformed, and loaded (ETL) into a 

data warehouse (DW). The ETL process is the most im-

portant part of building a data warehouse. It is used to ex-

tract data from operational data sources, transform the data 

(as needed) and to load the data into a data warehouse. Be-

cause the ETL process (as such) is very complex and time 

consuming, a prototype of a web ETL tool was built and 

tested. The results have shown that it is possible to build a 

completely web-based ETL tool and that it is faster than 

manual ETL. Also, because it is completely web based, mul-

tiple users can use the tool at the same time, with no installa-

tion is needed. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

Data warehouses are used to store data in a so-called 
star schema (Fig. 1) that consists of dimensional and fact 
tables. This model is understandable to the end user, thus 
making it easier to perform data analyses. [1, p.85] 

Although many different definitions can be found;  
according to Kimball & Caserta, data warehouse is defined 
as follows: “A data warehouse is a system that extracts, 
cleans, conforms, and delivers source data into a dimen-
sional data store and then supports and implements query-
ing and analysis for the purpose of decision making.” [2, p. 
23]  

The most important part of a DW system is the ETL 
process, sometimes called extract, clean, conform, and 
delivery (ECCD) process, as described by Kimball & Ca-
serta in [2, pp. 18-19]. During the construction of a DW, 
by Inmon [3, p. 295], 80 percent of the time and resources 
are consumed by the ETL process.  

 
Figure 1.  Star model [4] 

 
Figure 2.  ETL process steps 

The ETL process has three important steps (Fig. 2):  

 Extract - The first step, extracts data from opera-
tional sources such as flat files, operational data-
bases, extensible markup language (XML) files, 
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)  
systems, etc. 

 Transform (clean and conform in ECCD) – The 
second step, transforms data (e.g., date format, 
capitalize names, merge attributes, etc.) and the 
main purpose of this step is to enhance the quality 
of the original data. In addition, this step resolves 
conflicts (e.g., duplicate values) if more than one 
data source is used. 

 Load (delivery in ECCD) – The third step, loads 
transformed data into a data warehouse.  

To ease the ETL process, tools are built to support the 
ETL process. Existing tools are desktop tools, which 
means they require time for installation and configuration, 
space to store data created during usage of the tool. In 
addition, these tools are very complex so user must be very 
familiar with ETL process and learn how to use the tool. 
All that requires some time before the tool is efficiently 
used. 

To support the ETL process, and remove the above-
mentioned problems, a completely web-based ETL tool 
was built. “This ETL tool is designed as a web application 
so that users can save time (and space) required for instal-
lation purposes.”[5] To help users during the ETL process, 
step-by-step guidance throughout the entire process was 
built into the tool making the whole process much easier, 
even for less experienced users. The explanation on how to 
configure and use the tool is described in another article 
[5] that has been submitted for publication. This article is 
focused on testing the prototype on a real case scenario.  
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This paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, the 
ETL tool basics are described. Section 3 describes the 
model (a real data warehouse example that we were work-
ing on). In Section 4, the test results are presented. Section 
5 concludes and presents some open questions, listed for 
future research.  

II. ETL TOOL DESCRIPTION 

Since many professional ETL tools exist on the market, 
it is reasonable to ask why should another tool be used and 
implemented. The main difference between existing tools 
and our tool is that our ETL tool is completely web-based.  

The main advantages of using a web-based tool are: 

 No installation needed. 

 More users can use it at the same time. 

 Lower maintenance costs, because users do not 
need hardware like in traditional client ETL appli-
cation, only a browser is needed. 

In the article [6], authors introduce web-based the ETL 
framework and describe the benefits of using a web-based 
ETL tool, such as lower maintenance costs. 

The main difference between the tool presented in [6], 
is that our tool implements the ETL process in such a way 
that users can learn the process as they go (the tool guides 
a user through the steps (Fig. 3) that have to be carried out 
in the ETL process). Steps are visible throughout the entire 
process, so the user at every moment knows where he is. 
During the process, only the right side of the tool changes, 
as presented in other snapshots (Figs. 4-6 and Fig. 8 and 
Fig. 9).  Therefore, the main two advantages are as fol-
lows: 

 User can be a beginner in ETL and still be able to 
use the tool correctly and learn the ETL process 
while using it. 

 Guidance while using the tool through steps  
(Fig. 3).  

 
Figure 3.  Menu of checkpoint (steps) for the user (left)  

and form to select number of sources (right) 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 4.  Administration view of source types 

The tool is implemented in Java and, for the interface, 
Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) and JavaServer 
pages (JSP) sites are used. In order to use the tool, a user 
has to enter all required metadata. A thread will run and 
perform extraction, transformation and load of data into a 
data warehouse. The tool has just one main thread that 
does the management of three parts: extraction, transform 
and load. A detailed explanation of the tool is given in [5].  

Currently, the tool supports three types of data sources: 
Flat source files, PostgreSQL and MySQL. However, the 
tool can be easily expanded to other data sources. The 
sources that will be used can be located anywhere on the 
web. The only requirement is an open connection, so that 
the tool can access the source over Internet.  

The tool supports extraction from multiple sources into 
the data warehouse while removing the duplicates based 
on the unique key (key can consist of one or more attrib-
utes) defined for each dimension.  

At this point, four types of transformations are imple-
mented; one can:  

 Add default value if the source value is empty.  

 Merge two (or more) attributes (e.g., name and 
surname into “name surname”). 

 Change date format (change the date and/or time 
format).  

 Change all letters to upper or lower case. 
To support the flexible ETL tool, data source and trans-

formation parts were made with dynamic loading. It is 
possible to add new classes for new data source types as 
well as new transformations at any time without editing the 
source code (in order to add new classes, those classes 
must implement a specific interface). Information about 
these new classes must be entered on the administration 
site (Fig. 4). Title in Fig. 4 is the name of the class that 
implements the functionality for one data source.   

As already mentioned, the whole process is guided 
(step-by-step). Through the guided interface (Fig. 3) the 
user is asked to enter the information about data sources 
(Fig. 5, e.g., Internet protocol (IP) address, username, 
password, DB name). Once all data sources are defined 
(Fig. 5), the tool reads metadata info about tables and at-
tributes in defined sources (for example, in MySQL, the 
“information_schema” table). Then, one has to define 
dimensional and fact tables (with their attributes). Next, 
the user must match (Fig. 6) attributes from the data source 
with attributes in the destination, or fact, tables, and define 
transformations that must be made.  
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Figure 5.  Form for entering new source 

This transformation metadata vital and it is stored in 
the logical data map. 

The logical data map is stored as a table that has three 
main parts [2, pp. 56-71]: 

 Destination – described by table name, column 
name, data type, table type and slow changing di-
mension (SCD) type 

 Source – described by database name, table name, 
column name and data type 

 Transformation – information about what trans-
formations are performed on a specific attribute 

Based on all of the metadata, the ETL process can start. 
One by one, dimensions are processed and for each dimen-
sion, data sources are read. When all dimensions are pro-
cessed, fact tables are processed and connected to corre-
sponding dimensions as defined in metadata. 

 
Figure 6.  Attribute matching and transformation define 

 
 

Because data in the data warehouse is stored in rela-
tional tables, this mechanism is called relational online 
analytical processing (ROLAP). There is another mecha-
nism called multidimensional online analytical processing 
(MOLAP). More about these two mechanisms can be 
found in [7]. 

The next Section will show how was test done and 
what the results are. 

III. TEST AND RESULTS 

For testing purposes, we used data from a small data 
warehouse that we implemented a few years ago (more 
precisely, data from two grocery stores). Every store had 
its own operational database and data from those two sys-
tems were integrated in order to analyze sales results. This 
project was implemented in a Microsoft (MS) Access (da-
tabase management system) and Business Objects XI 
(business intelligence tool). For testing purposes, we de-
cided to implement the web based ETL tool.  

In order to analyze sales results, we had to analyze da-
tabases that were used to store data. In each store, the fol-
lowing tables were important for us:  

 Articles - contains information about products (ar-
ticle name, retail price, purchase price, code, units 
of measure, etc.), 

 Salesman – this table contained data on sales peo-
ple (name, surname, id …), 

 Bills – contains data about bills (date and time 
when the bill was made, id of salesman that made 
it, bill number, payment method, etc.), and 

 Bought items - contains data about sold items (bill 
number, article name (connection to article table, 
code was not used), quantity, retail price, unit of 
measure, amount, purchase price, tax …). 

Because the original source was a very old MS disk 
operating system (DOS) application, MS access was the 
easiest way to extract data. Although the original data 
sources had a little less than 500 000 records, for the pur-
pose of this research, we took about 10% of data in this 
initial testing stage.  

INSERT INTO sales (bill_number, date_time, arti-
cle, salesman, item_amount, quantity, profit) 

 
SELECT bills1.bill_number, dates1.id, arti-

cles1.code, salesmans1.id, bill_items1.amount, 
bill_items1.quantity, IIf(cint([bill_items1.tax])=0, 
[bill_items1].[amount] -[bill_items1].[purchase_price], 
([bill_items1].[amount]-1.22*[bill_items1].[ pur-
chase_price])/1.22) AS Expr1 

 
FROM salesman INNER JOIN (salesmans1 

INNER JOIN (articles1 INNER JOIN (article_helpers1 
INNER JOIN ((bills1 INNER JOIN bill_items1 ON 
bills1.bill_number = bill_items1.bill_nubmer) INNER 
JOIN dates1 ON bills1.date = dates1.date) ON arti-
cle_helpers1.article  = bill_items1.article) ON arti-
cles1.id = article_helpers1.id) ON salesmans1.id = 
bills1.salesman_id; 

Figure 7.  Example 1 
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Figure 8.  Dimension crate 

 
Figure 9.  Destination attribute create 

Because these two stores were at different locations, 
they both had information about articles; the problem was 
that some articles were equally tagged (the code was the 
same), but the article name was different. Further, some 
articles were only present in one store and some were pre-
sent in another store. When we implemented the ETL 
manually, we merged these two tables and we created a 
new dimension table with a new id value. Of course, we 
had to maintain a connection to bills and items sold in 
order to load the data into a fact table. A query that was 
used to load data into a fact table is shown below (Fig. 7).  

Of course, many other things had to be resolved as 
well; this was just an example of some transformations that 
we had to carry out.  

In order to test the ETL tool, some data (from two gro-
cery stores) were placed in a MySQL 5.6.11 database and 
some data was placed in PostgreSQL 9.3 database. For 
DW, ROLAP model is used; the dimension and fact tables 
are stored in PostgreSQL 9.3 in star schema format.  

As described in previous Section, information of these 
two sources (Fig. 5) was entered in the ETL tool. We per-
formed the ETL graphically, so no structured query lan-
guage (SQL) queries needed to be written; the tool gener-
ated all queries automatically.  

In the first part, we defined data sources (Fig. 5), di-
mension tables (Fig. 8), dimension table attributes (Fig. 9), 
fact table, and fact table attributes:  

 Dimension Articles (id, article name, retail price, 
purchase price, code, units of measure, etc.) 

 Dimension Salesman (id, name and surname, etc.) 

 Dimension Date (id, date, time, date_time, etc.) 

 Fact Sales (id, bill number, quantity, dim articles 
id, dim salesman id, dim date id) 

 

 
Figure 10.  Attribute “name”, matching and transformation define  

from one source 

SELECT bill_items1.quanity as quanity, 
bill_items1.ammount as amount, bills1.bill_number as 
bill_number, bills1.date as date, bills1.time as time, 
articles1.code as code, salesmans1.salseman as sales-
man from bill_items1, bills1, articles1, salesmans1 
where bills1.bill_nubmer = bill_items1.bill_number 
and articles1.article = bill_itmes1.article and 
bills1.salesman_id = salesmans1.salesman_id 

Figure 11.  Example 2 

Then, we defined transformations for attributes, exam-
ple (Fig. 10) for attribute “name” in dimension table 
“DIM_articles” read from PostgreSQL source table “Arti-
cle” it was defined transformation “Fill_not_null” and 
default value was added “no name”. In this way, all attrib-
utes were specified from both sources MySQL and Post-
greSQL.  

Another example, as shown in Fig. 6, is for one dimen-
sion (Salesman) and one source (PostgreSQL). To have the 
“Name_Surname” field in salesman dimension, the merge 
transformation was used, and for date dimension attributes 
the “date_format” transformation.   

When all metadata was defined, we started the process. 
First, based on entered data, extraction was done for every 
defined source (in our case two sources MySQL and Post-
greSQL). Second, data was transformed based on chosen 
transformations; and finally it was loaded into dimensional 
tables. When all dimension tables were loaded, fact table 
must be loaded as well.  

TABLE I.  SOURCE DATA TABLES AND ATTRIBUTES 

Table Attribute Value 

Articles Article name White Bread 

 Retail price 8,80 

 Unit of measure Item 

 Purchase price 6,92 

 Id 38503177 

Salesman Id 01 

 Name John 

 Surname Doe 

Bils Bill Number 33703 

 Date 2008-07-07 

 Time 19:39 

 Amount 8,80 

 Salesman Id 01 

 Payment method Cache 

Bought items Article Name White Bread 

 Quantity 1 

 Retail price 8,80 

 Unit of measure Item 

 Amount 8,80 

 Purchase price 6,92 

 Tax 22 

 Bill number 33703 
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INSERT INTO FAC_sales                                     
(quantiy, amount, bill_number, id_DIM_date, 
id_DIM_Articles, id_DIM_salesmans ) 
VALUES(1.0,8.80,33703.0,4653,473,3); 

Figure 12.  Example 3 

TABLE II.  DIMENSIONAL AND FACT TABLES AND ATTRIBUTES 

Table Attribute  Value 

DIM_Date ID 4653 

 Date 2008-07-07 

 Time 19:39:00 

 Date Time 2008-07-07 19:39:00 

DIM_Users ID 3 

 Name John 

 Surname Doe 

 Name Surname John Doe 

 Salesman Id 01 

DIM_Articles ID 473 

 Name White Bread 

 Retail price 8,80 

 Unit of measure Item 

 Purchase price 6,92 

 Article Id 38503177 

FAC_Sales ID 18874 

 Id DIM Users 3 

 Id DIM Articles 473 

 Id DIM Date 4653 

 Quantity 1 

 Amount 8,8 

 Bill number 33703 

Example 2 (Fig. 11) shows the generated query that ex-
tracted data for fact table. The query presented in Example 
2 (Fig. 11), was used to extract the data and to match di-
mensions (by finding which dimension id should be used 
for each row) with the fact table. The final query that in-
serted data into the fact table is shown in Example 3 (Fig. 
12). 

To give better insight into the data, an example of one 
row in each source table (Table 1) that is then transformed 
into one row into dimensional and fact tables (Table 2) is 
shown.  

IV. RESULTS AND FUTURE WORK 

The main benefit from using the tool was that it was 
much faster and easier than before, when we were writing 
all queries manually. The end-user does not need to write 
SQL queries manually. Instead, a step-by-step guide en-
sures that the whole process is easy to follow, so unexperi-
enced users can easily use the tool. With our test we have 
proven that a completely web based tool is functional and 
that it has some benefits compared to manual ETL. The 
main benefit is that the tool is intuitive and easier to use 
than manual ETL. With these benefits, it is possible to use 
the tool in education while students learn the ETL process. 
Because no installation is required and more users can use 
the tool at the same time, this tool is more convenient than 
traditional ETL tools 

However, although we were able to extract data, there 
were some limitations: 

 No aggregate functions were implemented so the 
profit value could not be calculated and stored into 
the data warehouse;  

 The source database must use primary keys so that 
the ETL tool can automatically recognize connec-

tions between tables. Further on, it is expected that 
the name of the attribute by which two tables are 
connected is the same in both tables;  

 As a result, we can say that PostgreSQL can 
quickly process queries shown earlier while 
MySQL is much slower. The solution could be 
implemented in a form that MySQL extracts and 
processes a smaller number of records (for exam-
ple, 10000 records at once);   

 Since data contained some Croatian characters, 
there was no way to change these characters auto-
matically. 

We can say that the tool has limitations and there is 
definitely space for improvement (we could add aggregate 
functions, we could speed up the process of extraction and 
load, parallel extraction from multiple sources is also 
something that one can consider, etc.).  

In the future, detailed tests with more concurrent users 
are needed. In addition, the idea is to expand and upgrade 
the performances of this tool to be competitive (for exam-
ple, in speed) with some traditional tools. In addition, it is 
planned to completely automate the entire process with 
ontologies.  

V. CONCLUSION 

In comparison to traditional ETL tools, the presented 
ETL tool makes it easier to extract data. It also helps dur-
ing the ETL process by showing hints of what to do next. 
But still, the knowledge about own data sources is needed 
to know what is in which table and user must know what 
he wants to get at the end.  

Since the tool is still a prototype, limitations are pre-
sent; but, at this point in time, it is possible to create a 
small data warehouse. Flexible implementation ensures 
that new features can be easily added.  

The main benefit is that it is completely web based, al-
lowing multiple users to use it at the same time. Further 
on, with integrated step-by-step guidance, even users not 
familiar with the ETL process can use the tool and learn 
along the way. Finally, no installation is required.   
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